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15 “Islands of Disadvantage” in Northern Virginia



Themes of report

• Looking back: what history teaches us
– Colonialism and the birth of systemic privilege
– Historic and systemic barriers to opportunity

• Freedom and safety
• Wealth building and property
• Education
• Jobs
• Civil liberties

– Resilience
– Resistance

• Looking forward: history’s lessons for tomorrow

If past policies produced the present, today’s policies can change the 
future



Project details

• Conducted 2020-2021

• Focus on African American experience

• Anchored to 15 “islands of disadvantage”

• Historical research, archival materials, photography, newspaper 
articles, broadcast recordings, local libraries, private collections

• Northern Virginia defined as the City of Alexandria, Arlington 
County, Fairfax County, Loudoun County, and Prince William County 
(and the independent cities of Fairfax City, Falls Church, Manassas, 
and Manassas Park).

• 14-member advisory group



Colonialism and the 
Birth of Systemic privilege



The arrival of the British landed gentry

Northern Neck Proprietary, granted by Charles II in 1649



Plantation legacy in Northern Virginia



Freedom and Safety



Enslavement in Northern Virginia

• Began in early 1600s

• By 1782, 41% of Fairfax 
County population was 
enslaved

• Port of Alexandria:  
center of slave trade

• Virginia: largest enslaved 
population of any 
Confederate state

Price, Birch, and Company, Alexandria, Virginia, ca. 1861
Originally owned by Franklin & Armfield, the nation’s largest slave 
trading firm



Reconstruction reforms, and the backlash

Reforms
• 1865: 13th amendment
• 1866: Civil Rights Act
• 1867: Virginia State Constitutional Convention
• 1868: 14th amendment
• 1870: 15th amendment
Backlash in Virginia
• 1873: Virginia General Assembly passes racially 

restrictive laws
• 1876: Poll tax instituted by General Assembly
• 1883: Civil Rights Act ruled unconstitutional
• 1894: Literacy test instituted by General 

Assembly
• Black passengers beaten on Northern Virginia 

trolley cars
• Ku Klux Klan activity
• Lynchings in Leesburg and Alexandria
• 1902 Virginia State Constitutional Convention

“The First Vote.” Cover of November 16, 1867 
issue of Harper’s Weekly



Changing the Future:
Promoting freedom and safety today

• “Leaders in Northern 
Virginia should ensure that 
all residents have a voice 
and can participate in 
decision-making and 
leadership. Initiatives aimed 
at improving the safety of 
people of color in Northern 
Virginia are urgent.”

• Systemic racism in law 
enforcement and criminal 
justice

• Sentencing reforms



Wealth Building and Property



Growth in Black land and home ownership

Tinner family home in Falls Church, late 1800s



Barriers to expansion of property ownership



Restrictions in utilities and economic resources 
for Black communities



Displacement: a historic pattern



Eminent domain and the Pentagon



The price of a cloverleaf



Changing the Future: 
Promoting wealth building and property ownership

• “Policies to reduce racial inequities in 
wealth distribution and property 
ownership in Northern Virginia are a 
recognized priority of state and local 
governments.”

• Limits on exclusionary zoning  
• Rental assistance
• Landlord-tenant laws and evictions
• Low-interest loans
• Full-service banking
• Mixed-income neighborhoods
• 2019 MWCOG targets
• Land banks
• Housing conservation districts
• Housing choice voucher programs
• Baby bonds



Education



Enthusiasm for education in the Black community of 
Northern Virginia

Falls Church Colored School, 1930s



Virginia’s policy of “Massive Resistance”

Richmond Times Dispatch, December 1, 1955. “What seemed to be the largest crowd ever to turn out for a 
legislative hearing…” 



Stratford Junior High School, Arlington, 
February 1959



Changing the Future:
Promoting education for all

• “School districts in Northern Virginia 
should strengthen initiatives to 
reduce dropout rates among students 
of color, increase high school 
graduation rates, and prepare 
students adequately for college or 
vocations.”

• Attendance boundaries
• Funding formulas
• Investments in under-resourced 

divisions 
• Broadband access
• Disciplinary suspensions
• Diversity of teacher workforce
• Mentorship programs
• Early childhood education
• Access to college



Jobs



Barriers to employment

• Education

• Discrimination

– Hiring

– Wages

– Promotion

• Discrimination in U.S. 
Civil Service jobs

Black laborers at the coal yard wharf in Alexandria, Civil War



Black-owned small business

Richard Walker at his business in Nauck, the only shoe repair shop in Arlington that 
served black customers



Changing the Future:
Promoting job opportunities and living wages

• “In addition to efforts to 
improve educational attainment 
among youth (see earlier), 
vocational training programs are 
needed to help workers 
transition to 21st century jobs.”

• Equal opportunity regulations to 
eliminate racial bias in hiring and 
promotions

• Living wage and the gig economy
• Job training programs
• Infrastructure jobs
• Anchor institutions



Civil Liberties



1902 Virginia Constitution

“Discrimination! Why that is 
exactly what we propose… 
That exactly is what this 
convention was elected for –
to discriminate to the very 
extremity of permissible action 
under the limitation of the 
federal Constitution, with the 
view to the elimination of 
every Negro voter who can be 
gotten rid of.”

Virginia Senator Carter Glass, 1902



Voter suppression in Virginia



Jim Crow in Northern Virginia

Cherrydale Drug Fair, Arlington, 1960



Changing the Future:
Civil Liberties

• “The Commonwealth of Virginia 
and Northern Virginia jurisdictions 
should actively oppose efforts to 
roll back existing civil rights 
protections and continue working 
toward social justice for people of 
color.”

• Voting rights legislation
• Access to the ballot box by 

formerly incarcerated people
• Discrimination and implicit bias in 

the workplace
• Racial equity audits of proposed 

legislation and budgets



Resilience



Creating a better life in Northern Virginia



Resistance



Freedom to assemble

Black patrons arrested for using whites-only Alexandria public library 1939



Desegregation of transportation



Conclusions

• “The first step in addressing racial inequities in any 
community is to acknowledge the past, with honest and full 
transparency.”

• Introspection necessary to expose the vestiges of systemic 
racism in current and proposed policies

• If past policies created inequities, today’s policies can 
change the future

• Bold action is required to redress embedded structures of 
racial hierarchy

• We must reimagine systems that emphasize fair and 
respectful treatment of everyone

• “Nothing about us without us.” Meaningful solutions must 
be designed with everyone at the table 


